
 

JOY  
(AS FAR AS THE CURSE IS FOUND) 

Words and music by Caroline Cobb / CCLI song # 7159411 

John 1:1-18, Philippians 2:6-11, Luke 2:8-20, Isaiah 9:6-7, Matthew 2:10-12, see also Genesis 3:18 

 

   ♩= 150, key of Eb 

|Eb      |        |        |        |4
4

 

 

  Eb 

VERSE 1 Eternal God, there at the beginning    /    Stepping into time, into the world 

Eb 

All for love, the infinite descending    /    To kick inside the womb of a girl 

 

   Eb 

VERSE 2 A king is born, far from any palace    /    Bending low to serve instead 

Eb       Ab    Eb 

Majesty, He’s given up His status    /    Robed in the weakness of the flesh 

 

Bb         |Eb      |        |        |        | 
PRECHORUS Unto us a Child is born    /    Heaven coming down to earth 

Bb        |Eb      |        |        |        | 
Joy to all the weary world    /    The human soul will feel its worth    /    (Its worth) 

 

Eb  Ab         Fm        Bb 

CHORUS Joy to the world    /    Good, good news    /    Oh come, let us adore Him 

Eb  Ab  Fm       Bb         Eb 

Joy to the world    /    It’s breaking through    /    He’s come and He will come again 

 

        Eb 

VERSE 3 Let’s go with the wise men, laying down our treasures 

 

Falling on our knees to give Him praise  

          Eb 

With the angel choir singing to the shepherds 

Ab        Eb 

Glory to God in the highest place 

 

_to PRECHORUS, then CHORUS, then BRIDGE 

 

 

 Eb         Ab   Cm Bb 

BRIDGE As far as the curse is found    /    As far as the curse is found 

 Eb         Ab   Cm Bb 
As far as the curse is found    /    As far as the curse is found    /    (Joy to the world) 

     Eb         Ab 

As far as the curse is found    /    (Let earth receive her King) 

 Cm         Bb 

As far as the curse is found    /    (Let all creation sing)  

 Eb         Ab 

As far as the curse is found    /    (And let his blessings flow) 

 Cm        |Bb      |        |        |        | 
As far as the curse is found    /    (Til the whole world knows) 

 

_to CHORUS 
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